COVERPhotos: Lens, of Sutton
Front: Augmented 'Sub' 4307 at Blackfriars on a working to Dartford via
Nunhead and Sidcup. The three original vehicles were built new in 1925.
Rear Upper: Motor Brake Third 9901 of '2Nol' 1853 awaits cutting up in
Barnes goods yard following the collision in December 1955. LSWR class
700 0-6-0 number 30346 is on the left.
Rear Lower: Augmented 'Sub' 4557 at Elephant & Castle with a down Catford
Loop train. The original vehicles are ex-LBSCR overhead electric stock.
The all-steel trailer is now formed in '4EPB ' 5247.
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The Great Bore
We feel, on balance, that a Channel Tunnel is a good thing. A Tunnel
would greatly encourage the use of railways for international freight transport,
and the benefits of this should be fairly obvious. The use of overcrowded roads
in South East England by large lorries would be reduced, and rail
more profitable. We doubt that a tunnel would be so important for passenger
traffic. Air travel is quickest for most international trips, and people going by
train because it is cheap would almost certainly go by rail, Tunnel or not.
The latest Channel Tunnel proposal, described on page 163, is one that
we support on the basis that nothing better appears to be practicable from a
financial viewpoint. A single bore tunnel is far from ideal. Anyone who has
spent hours admiring the view at Templecombe, Talerddig or Tulloch, while
some long lost train in the opposite direction is awaited, will have misgivings
about the operation of a long single line section used by large numbers of
trains coming from places hundreds of miles away. What is to be done if a
train derails or, worse, if there is a passenger train fire in mid-Channel?
Clearly, safety standards will have to be very high indeed, and we wonder if
the cost of special operating techniques and stringent safety precautions really
make a single line Tunnel that much cheaper than a double bore with crosspassages.
This Tunnel concept is in the best Southern traditions of modernising
and extending to the extent that finance allows. The Southern Electric system
would never have reached its present extent if every electrification had been
carried out to "ideal" standards. The latest technical innovations and wholly
new trains could not always be provided. However, second best or no, the
Southern suburban system attained a standard of service that was not surpassed
elsewhere for many years. The Tunnel is the same; better some sort of Tunnel
than none at all. If the Tunnel is the great success that its most ardent
supporters claim it will be, it should quickly provide justification for construction of a second bore. Certainly it should be designed with a view to later
doubling.
The idea for a Tunnel is not new. It was originally rejected because it
would make it easier for Napoleon to mount an invasion! Two Tunnels have been
started, and abandoned when only a short distance out from the English shore.
We wish the new Tunnel well, and hope that it will prove third time lucky.
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Competition Results

Book Review
"COACHING STOCK OF BRITISH RAILWAYS"

By P. Mallaband and L.J. Bowles
Published by R.C.T.S. 92 pages, card cover, price £1.30.

The fourth edition of this invaluable work should require little introduction. Suffice to say that it lists all British Railways non-departmental
coaching stock, locomotive-hauled and multiple-unit, giving brief technical
details of each type. Of particular interest to SEG members will be the lists
of Southern multiple-unit formations. Information given is correct to the end
of 1977, but a certain amount of late information has been added at the end.
Details are also given, so far as they are available, of stock on order,

including the class 503 units.
Improvements in this edition include a greater number of photographs
(78), which have been carefully chosen to illustrate a representative selection
of vehicles, and various details such as different bogie types. TOPS codes for
passenger stock are listed for the first time. We are pleased to note that
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staple binding has been re-adopted, for the glue-bound third edition came
apart with use.
Features of Southern interest include the transfer of all exhibition
vehicles to the Southern Region, and the fact that vans to Southern Railway
designs outnumber vans LMS, LNER and GWR design together by a margin
of almost two to one, We regret to note that Southern GUVs S 4593 and
S4601 are no longer designated for the transport of elephants, and that Mark
IlIa Open Firsts are never likely to be built in such quantity that another
11161 will take to the rails!
Thoroughly recommended, and available from SEG Sales at £1.50
including postage and packing.

Southern Forum
'Southern Forum' meetings, those jointly held with the Wight Locomotive Society and Southern Railways Group in London, are generally well
attended, and participants have been addressed on a wide range of subjects
recently.
In February Mr D. Hotchkiss, of the Southern's Signal & Telecommunications Department gave an account of the planning and execution of the Victoria re-signalling scheme. While some areas, such as Victoria station itself,
will be wholly re-signalled, others will have control of existing equipment
transferred to the new signalling centre. Various track layouts were to be
altered, and one of the first areas to be re-modelled, Stewarts Lane, was
illustrated. The use of temporary interlockings at stages of the re-signalling
was also described. Slides were shown of the new signalling centre under
construction, this to be called "Victoria" despite being at Clapham Junction
At the March meeting Messrs J Spencer-Gilks and J Pitt provided a
tour of the London & South Western Railway, and the Mid-Hants Line in particular, by means of colour slides. Mr Spencer-Gilks showed a large number of
views taken at points up to about 80 miles from Waterloo. A novel feature was
that the great majority showed steam trains of one sort or another, although
almost all lines have been long electrified. Mr Pitt gave an illustrated talk on
the Mid-Hants line, which has been re-opened between Alresford and Ropley.
A great deal appears to be have been achieved in a short time.
Mr P. Shaw, of the Tenterden Railway Co. Ltd. spoke on "Colonel
Stephens and his Railways" in April. The Colonel was, of course, responsible
for the bizarre string of somewhat impecunious light railways found in southern
and western England.

Mr Shaw also mentioned the Colonel's early employment

with the Metropolitan and South Eastern companies, and various other aspects
of his unique railway career. Of particular Southern Electric interest is the
line that never was from Croydon to Orpington via Biggin Hill, that was to be
an electrified light railway, worked by the Southern Railway.
In May Len Head presented one of his now-regular slide shows, to
the usual high standard. The title was "Mountain Railways", which included
'ordinary' lines in mountainous areas and funicular railways - some nowhere
near high land The first half of the show was devoted to Swiss railways, not
forgetting the various private lines to be found in that country. The second
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half ranged through western Europe, and included funicular railways at
Scarborough (four), Bournemouth (three), Bridgnorth, Douglas (loM),
Lynton, Hastings and Folkestone. At Broadstairs there is one entirely in a
tunnel! Other minor British lines included Shipley Glen tramway, Snaefell
Mountain Railway, the Great Orme Tramway and, of course, Snowdon Mountain Railway - Britain's only rack line.
The June meeting started with a showing of Robin Doust's film "Nelson
to Ashford" - now something of a historic piece - due to the presence of a
suitable projector. The bulk of the meeting was devoted to a talk by Roger
Scanlon on "The Severn Valley Railway - A Worker's Viewpoint". Mr Scanlon
had worked on many of the SVR locomotives, and was able to give interesting
opinions on these. The sorry tale of Deutsche Bundasbahn 064305, which had
been bought as an economic loco that could be intensively used was recounted.
It had proved to be out of gauge, and requiring considerable attention. The locomotive is now on the Nene Valley Railway. Much of the evening was devoted
to semi-professionally made cine film of the line. This effectively captured
the atmosphere of the line, and avoided the "loonies playing trains" and
"BR bashing" attitudes that professional journalists and film makers tend to
adopt. Finally, slides of the line and trains were shown, and the long rakes
of uniformly liveried coaches were remarked on. These were LMS maroon,
GWR, and BR "blood and custard", and look even better when the motive power
department provides the right type of engine!
A quiz evening was enjoyed by all in July. After three teams of three,
quizmaster and score-keeper had been organised there were but two non-participants who elected to form an independent team. The other teams represented
the three organising societies. An "identify this location" session with
visual aids was followed by a question and answer session. During the course
of the evening teams had to add station names to an outline map of the SR

suburban system, with a number of entertaining results! The very close result
was SEG 37 points, WLS 38, SRG 43 and Independent 44. Consolation for the
Group is that virtually all members of the other teams were SEG members
tool Special thanks are due to Ken Howard and Bryan Rayner, who set the
questions, and congratulations to the victorious pair.
There was no meeting in August, as is usual, and in September Mr.
M.D.S. Gear spoke on "The Central Division 1978 Timetable: Theory and Practice". Mr Gear now works for BR in Liverpool, but was closely involved in the
planning and development of the new Central Division timetable. Mr Gear
explained why a change was necessary, detailing the changes in traffic patterns
that needed to be catered for. The resources available were also described.
Limitations of resources had prevented the provision of Bognor and Portsmouth
trains via Dorking as well as via Gatwick. The Oxted line presented problems
due to the shortage of diesel units. In practice various snags had been discovered, such as the very tight turn-rounds at Portsmouth. These made it very hard
to recover from delays, and these became self-perpetuating. Refreshment car
crew diagrams also caused problems. The meeting concluded with a lively
question and answer session, which ranged off the Central Division to include
Mr Gear's experiences in Liverpool, BR marketing and ticketing and ticket

machines.
Members are always welcome at Southern Forum meetings. The Abbey
Community Centre is within easy walking distance of Victoria, Waterloo and

Charing Cross stations.
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Preservation News
With 3142 is use every Sunday afternoon during the summer, the only

work carried out has been light repairs to seats, doors, passenger fittings etc.
Due to the removal of the bogies last winter various adjustments have had to be
carried out below the frames. It is pleasing to report that 3142 did not fail in

service, or be unavailable for service for an unscheduled reason.
With the introduction of the "Greane King" bar coach (a converted 3R
Mk 1 vehicle) in the Mk 1 set, 3142 has become the reserve rake of coaches,
thereby reducing its mileage this year to about 500.
Next year 3142 will again be the reserve set, as the newly arrived
Danish coaches will be the main rake. The '4Buf' buffet car, 12529, on loan
from the National Railway Museum, is expected to see a lot of service with
the Danish vehicles.
As usual, help is always required with restoration work, so if you fancy
coming along one weekend please telephone Mark Davies on 01-674 3945.
Travel from London to Wansford is free for working party members.
Help Is also required with moving the bulk of the Group's spares and

equipment from London to Peterborough, for storing in a CCT van that has been
purchased recently. Again, please telephone if you can provide a van or lorry.
The CCT is to LMS design, for it was for sale on site at Wansford at a price
two-thirds of that charged by British Railways. We should have liked to have
bought a Southern van, but the considerable extra purchase and delivery costs

ruled this out.

Thanks are due to all members who have helped at Wansford, and in
particular to Steve Ricketts from Upminster who has helped greatly on most of
the working parties this year.
"BRIGHTON BELLE" PRESERVATION

As the 'Electric Scots' roar through Winsford, Cheshire, they disturb
the rest of an electric vehicle from a different age. Their 'Inter-City' passengers sit in a setting of bright lights and formica, in considerable contrast to
the marquetry and brass lamps to be found in "Brighton Belle" car 283, "Mona",
a first class trailer vehicle. The car forms a restaurant extension to a public
house in Middlewich Road, called (with great imagination) "The Brighton
Belle". A suitable hole has been made in the west wall of the pub and one of
the car's gangways coupled to it, thus giving direct access from the saloon
bar. The car has been repainted brown and cream, but not in a true Pullman
livery. The design is the same as latter day BR blue and grey, with brown
substituted for blue, and cream for grey. Internally, most fixed furniture has
been removed, and the Pullman armchairs and loose tables are arranged as
required. It appears that the car is mainly used for special functions. A few
unremarkable bits of railwayana, obviously from "Collectors' Comer" adorn

the saloon bar.
"The Brighton Belle" is on the other side of the railway bridge from
Winsford station, but a cutting prevents "Mona" from being visible from
passing trains.
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Letter
THE '2NOL' UNITS

Dear Sir, "SCWS' is to be commended for the wealth of information he is
making available, but I would like to add one point to complete the picture:
The motor coaches 9781-8 of units 1833-90 had eight compartments. This was

made possible by the electro-pneumatic control gear, which took up less space.
the point might also be made that these coaches 9781-8 were identical with
9789-9800 of '3Sub' units 1579-84. The remaining 'Nol' motor coaches were
Identical in construction and appearance with 9831-60 of '3Sub ' units 1585-99.

Members' Queries
TRAIN FORMATION CODES: 'ECBC' is an abbreviation used in SR working
notices to indicate a 'Cep/Bep/Cep' train formation. Similarly 'ICBC'
Indicates 'Cig/Big/Cig' and 'CBC' used to indicate 'Cor/Buf/Cor'.
'PUL' AND 'PAN' COMPARTMENTS: The following is an extract from the
Southern Railway's "General Appendix to the Working Time Tables" dated 26

March 1934:
"Equipment of Brighton electric corridor stock with carriage rugs"

"A stock of rugs to match the three different patterns of upholstery in 6 coach
corridor motor sets will be held at Brighton, which station will be responsible
for exchanging worn out or damaged rugs. The compartments are panelled in
silver grey wood, or walnut, or mahogany and the rugs suitable for equipping
such compartments are to be identified as pattern A, B and C respectively and
are to be requisitioned accordingly."
As written this note would have applied to the '6Pul' units only, but presumably it also applied to the '6 Pan' units (which were introduced in 1935).
The third class compartments were the mahogany ones and (if memory serves)
first class compartments were walnut or silver grey wood (and exactly what
species was this?). Can someone confirm that this was the case, and say
how the different timbered compartments were arranged? Were all first class
compartments in a particular coach all lined with the same type of panelling,
or were different woods used within each coach? Can someone also provide

details of carpet patterns A, B and C?
MAINTENANCE CODES: Can somebody please provide a comprehensive
guide to the various codes painted on carriage ends. C1, C3 and C6 indicate
different types of overhaul, as outlined in LR 42. A specification of work
carried out on modem all-steel stock during the different types of overhaul would
be welcome. Surely, trains are no longer varnished? Certain numbers are
works codes, such as 4015 Eastleigh, and 4067 Selhurst. Do any other SR
depots, such as Chart Leacon, have such codes? What does 'LT' after an
overhaul date mean (lift?), and what about 'GW/UR'? Also, what do the
letters 'PL' on the end of '4Sub' units signify?
If you have any of the information required. please write to the Editor.
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Channel Tunnel Revival

On 27th September 1978 British Rail submitted a request to the
Secretary of State for Transport, Mr William Rodgers, that £500,000 should
be spent on detailed studies of a new Channel Tunnel proposal. This request
followed a preliminary report by consultants, commissioned in March 1977 by
BR and SNCF (the French state railway), that indicated that a Channel Tunnel
could provide a return of 15% on an investment of about £600 millions.
European Economic Community funds could be made available to meet the
cost of the Tunnel, and the European Investment Bank is reported to be
extremely interested in the project and prepared to provide finance at low

Interest rates.
The survey that Mr Rodgers has been asked to authorise will be the
seventh to be prepared since 1960, but it will be concerned with a Tunnel very
different from previous conceptions. The Tunnel that was cancelled by the
British Government in January 1975 was based on the premise that a road
tunnel would be the ideal, but as this was totally impracticable a railway
tunnel should be provided to deal primarily with road traffic that would present
Itself at special terminals at the tunnel portals. This resulted in the design of
two very large bore tunnels capable of accommodating double-deck car-carrying
rail wagons and single deck wagons conveying large commercial vehicles up
to 4 metres high. These, together with a pilot bore, the controversial portal
terminals and a new high speed railway from Folkestone to White City
(London) incorporating a long tunnel section under South London, led to an
eventual projected cost of £2,000 millions.
The new proposal is for a tunnel that really would be a railway tunnel.
Much of its value would lie in the movement of freight, by means of Freightliner, Speedlink and Company Train traffic. It is quite possible that passenger
traffic would be limited to services between London and Paris and London and
Bruxelles, except perhaps during the peak holiday season. Private car traffic
would probably be limited to long distance Motorail services originating from
points distant from the tunnel portals. Except during exceptionally bad
weather giant hovercraft can handle much passenger and private car crossChannel traffic, and have the advantage of running from several ports thus
minimising traffic congestion on roads either side of the Channel.
By far the most novel and, doubtless, controversial feature of the
new proposal is that the Tunnel is to be a single bore, with a single railway
track. On the face of it, a single line section 50 kilometres long in a major
'traffic artery is far from desirable. However, with careful regulation and
extended periods when traffic would pass in one direction only, the Tunnel
would have considerable capacity.

If the journey time through the Tunnel was

40 minutes, trains ran at 3 minute intervals, and the direction of traffic
changed every 1-1½ hours, over 300 trains could pass through the Tunnel in
24 hours. Allowing for maintenance closures and a proportion of trains not
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arriving at the portals on time, a realistic capacity is 120 trains daily. This
represents an annual capacity of 8 million tons of freight and 8 million passengers. Clearly, this requires very sophisticated and efficient control techniques, both within the Tunnel and on approach routes. On both sides of the
Channel existing railways would be used, Tunnel trains having to be slotted in

among internal services.
As regards motive power, it is most likely that the Tunnel would be
electrified using the 25 kV ac 50 Hz system. The Southern 750 V dc third
rail system is unsuitable due to the greater frequency of substations, though
In a situation where ease of maintenance is essential a third rail is preferable
to overhead wires. So far as freight is concerned, standard SNCF electric
locomotives would haul trains through the Tunnel, the engine changing point
being at the British portal. For passenger traffic, some form of dual voltage
25 kV/750 V stock is necessary. Locomotive hauled trains of BR Mk III
stock specially tailored to fit the severely restricted South Eastern lines are
envisaged at present. These would give a London to Paris journey time of
almost 4½ hours, instead of the 2½ hours envisaged under the previous
proposal with special high speed railways on both sides of the Channel.
Clearly, this greatly reduces the range over which rail could be competitive
with air as regards journey time, and emphasises the freight role of the
Tunnel. As special stock is required in any case, perhaps a dual voltage
APT could be developed to improve journey times.
The French are keen for the route from Folkestone to London to be
enlarged to conform with UIC standard dimensions, so as to overcome rolling
stock difficulties by permitting the use of standard SNCF coaches. Due to
the great cost British Rail are resisting the proposal. The extra expense could
prejudice the chances of the whole project receiving the approval of the British
Government. It has been conceded that the Tunnel itself should be to UIC
standard dimensions; a Tunnel to BR loading gauge would be only £30 millions

or 5% cheaper.
So far as the Southern Region is concerned the operation of Channel
Tunnel traffic will present many problems. However, these are by no means
as severe as might be imagined and
are
all capable of solution. Most stem
from the need to run many more trains between London and Folkestone.
Modem signalling tends to increase line capacity, and although the Tonbridge
route was re-signalled 16 years ago little or no improvement work would be
necessary. Only four signal boxes would control a train between Victoria and
the Tunnel. The alternative Maidstone East line is still signalled by "traditional" methods, but will eventually be re-signalled and controlled from the
proposed Medway signalling centre. If this was unduly postponed, which is
unlikely if the Tunnel was being built, the route could probably be placed
under the control of the existing signalling centres at Ashford and Victoria.
Despite this, and capacity created by withdrawal of the boat trains, it is
possible that some quadrupling might be necessary unless local services
between Tonbridge and Folkestone were curtailed or withdrawn.
Within the London area the advent of Victoria signalling centre
eases the problems caused by increasing services, and the decline in rush hour
traffic on the South eastern Division reduces the grounds for objection to use
of existing, rather than new, lines. The main problem concerns the London
passenger terminal for international trains. Freight traffic will USB existing
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facilities at Hither Green, or run via Reigate or Longhedge Junction to other
regions While paths may be found for passenger trains to the London termini,
vacant platforms may not, particularly during the late afternoon and early
evening (The morning peak is not such a problem as there will be few, if
any, international arrivals during that period). It has been suggested that
Kensington Olympia could be used as the terminus for Tunnel trains, but it is
obvious that Victoria is a much more desirable terminal. Arrival right in the
city centre is one of rail's main advantages over air, and is particularly
Important on moderately lengthened journeys, such as London to Paris where, by
air, travel to and from the airports takes up a significant proportion of the
journey time. The obvious answer is to totally rebuild Victoria so as to provide a greater number of platforms, but this has bean ruled out quite recently
for, even in association with a major commercial development, such a
rebuilding could not be made economically viable. Perhaps the advent of
Tunnel traffic would make the case for rebuilding more favourable. In the
meantime there is the possibility of diverting traffic to other London termini,
for example running Central Division trains into Waterloo via connections at
Clapham Junction
In all probability this is the start of a long and heated debate. However, the decision this time must be the final one, for the project has to be
carried out in conjunction with the French, and if the British opt out this time
the French are unlikely to trust "perfidious Albion" again.

The First Generation of Southern

Electric Main Line Stock
4 THE '2BIL' UNITS

The second type of two-coach unit appeared circa February 1935,
formed motor third and trailer composite, and designated '2Bil' (indicating
two-coach bi-lavatory). Equipment, motors and underframes of the first
batch were identical to those of the first batch of '2Nol' units, being the
standard suburban design. The bodywork, however, was of new design and
construction, being to main line standards with full-length side corridors and
a lavatory in each coach Whereas the 'Nol 's had been designed for pottering
about on local and branch services, the 'Bil's were for longer-distance
Intermediate-stations services.
A departure from Southern Railway main line practice was the
absence of gangway connections between coaches, recalling the layout of some
early pre-grouping stock. Maunsell "middle period" features - such as door
ventilators, cream-painted corridor panelling and wooden fillet window
fixings - distinguished the first batch of units. While the 'Nol's had had
suburban-type guard's look-out duckets, the 'Bil's, like the '4Lav' units,
were fitted with periscopes Each unit had two periscopes, facing opposite
directions, with two seats in the guard's van, so that whichever way the unit
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was travelling the guard had a forward view
Unit 1890, renumbered 1900 in January 1936 and 2010 in February 1937,
was effectively the prototype, and 1891-99, which were renumbered 2001-09 in
February 1937, were the first production batch. All ten units were, in fact,
identical and built under the same order numbers; motor frames to order 4440
and trailer coach frames to order 4448. The frames were built at Lancing and
the bodies at Eastleigh, and not by contractors as is sometimes erroneously
suggested. 1890 appeared about February 1935, and 1891-99 about March.
These ten units were originally envisaged as five four-coach units of the '4Lav'
type, possibly with the idea that a Lewes line portion would be detached from
London to Brighton semi-fast trains at Haywards Heath.
The first ten units had Metropolitan Vickers traction motors. Three
further batches, with English Electric equipment and motors, were built
between 1936 and the end of 1938. The original Metropolitan-Vickers motors
of 2001-10 were replaced by English Electric motors in the 1950s.
Units 2011-48 were built circa August to December 1936 for the Portsmouth Direct Line electrification. These were ex works numbered as 1901-20,
1954-71, but were renumbered in February 1937 before they went into regular
service. They were substantially the same as 2001 et seq, but representative
of Maunsell's later period. Door ventilator louvres and cab front ventilators
were not provided, and the cream painted corridor panels were abandoned in
favour of varnished teak. Cable conduits on the cab fronts were re-positioned
and windows were mounted in flanged aluminium window pans instead of
being secured by wooden fillets. The underframe order numbers were 5956

(motors) and 5958 (trailers).
Units 2049-2116, built for the Mid-Sussex line circa June to December
1937 were virtually identical with 2011. The coaches of 2116 (10682 and
12149) had steel panelled roofs, and were the only Southern vehicles so
built. All others had timber and canvas roofs, or were of all-steel construction. Underframe order numbers were 6603 (motors) and 6S05 (trailers).
Units 2117-52, built between August and November 1938 for the
Reading electrification (which included Guildford via Ascot), after Maunsell's
retirement were of almost unchanged design. The main differences were the
provision of a stronger underframe, achieved by cross-bracing, and the fitting
of large self-contained outer-end buffers. Underframe order numbers were
7148 (motors) and 7149 (trailers).
Unit formations were as follows:-

Unit

MTh

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

10568 12102
10569 12103
10570 12104

DTC

10571 12105
10572 12106

10573
10574
10575
10576
10567

12107
12108
12109
12110
12101

Unit

MTh

DTC

Unit

MTh

DTC

2011
2012
2013
2014

10577
10578
10579
10580

12034
12035
12036
12037

2079
2080
2081
2082

10645
10646
10647
10648

12112
12113

et seq to
2075
2076

2077
2078

12114
12115

et seq to

10641
10642
10643
10644
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12098
12039
12100
12111

2149
2150
2151
2152

10715 12182
10716 12183
10717 12184
10718 12185

The motor thirds had one powered bogie with two 275 hp type 339
traction motors. All had the internal layout: cab, guard's van, ½ compartment, 6 compartments, lavatory; with the corridor on the left, except 1056710576 which had 7 compartments and 3 different van layout. This resulted in
one of the guard's seats being higher than the other, as it was mounted above
on equipment box. All tared 43 tons, except 10633-10718 which tared 44 tons.
The driving trailer composites had the internal layout: cab, 4 third
class compartments, 4 first class compartments, lavatory; with the corridor
on the right. All tared 31 tons, except 12150-85 which tared 32 tons.
Overall unit length was 129ft 5 ins, except for 2001-10 which were
129ft 6 ins. Note that although the unit length derives, in theory, from the

underframe and buffers the 'Bil's were, officially, slightly longer than the
'Nol's.
A few units had de-icing scrapers fitted to the shoebeams of the
driving trailers for some while in the 1950s. Lightweight, spring-loaded
shoegear was fitted in place of the original gravity shoegear in 1958-59.
As a result of war damage, four units were written off: 2014 at
Brighton in May 1943, 2102 and 2131 at Portsmouth in August 1940 and 2119
(probably in the London area) in December 1944.
2056 was damaged in an accident at Brighton in 1946 and 12079 was
written off. As a result of a fire at Littlehampton in 1950, 2088 lost trailer
12121, the frame of which was used for steel-bodied replacement trailer
12854, built at the end of 1950. 2056 and 2083 were given driving) trailers
from 1939 '2Hal' units 2646 and 2653 respectively.
2069 and 2100 were involved in the Ford accident in August 1951.
12092 was written off, as was the body of 12133. The underframe of 12133 was
stored until 1954, when it was used in the construction of coach 12356, one of
a batch of steel-bodied driving trailer composites built to replace accident

losses.
Driving trailer 12166 of 2133 was wrecked in the Guildford accident
In November 1952. As a result of this accident, caused by the failure of an
air compressor circuit, all 'Bil 's and 'Nol 's were fitted with a safety cut-out
device. Units so fitted were marked with a white spot on the cab fronts until
the whole lot had been dealt with. '2 Hal' units were already so fitted.
Units 2069, 2100 and 2133 were returned to traffic at the beginning of
1955 with steel-bodied trailers 12858/57/56 respectively, 12857/58 being
entirely new (underframe order 7566). 12856-58 tared 31 tons and had the
internal layout: cab, 4 third class compartments, 4 first class compartments,
lavatory; with the corridor on the right and a communicating door between the
corridor and cab. The motor coaches of 2069 and 2100 were then given heavy

buffers.
2083 was involved in a second accident, at Barnham in August 1962,
when it derailed and its 'Hal' trailer 12807 was overturned. Both vehicles of
the unit were subsequently cut up.
Apart from these drastic changes, units rarely exchanged coaches,
but 2008 and 2029 permanently exchanged driving trailers in 1951. 2070
exchanged its driving trailer with that of '2Hal ' 2601 from June 1956 to
August 1957.
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Unit 2006 became the subject of a novel operation in September 1953,

when five suburban trailer coaches were marshalled into it. Four were woodframed, steel-panelled, had 10 compartments and each weighed 28 tons.
The fifth was all-steel, and designed as a composite, The resulting seven
coach formation was given unit number 900 and sent to the Oxted line, where
it was hauled on London Bridge rush-hour services by a diesel-electric locomotive. The traction motors were left in, but the controls and some of the
electrical equipment were disconnected or removed. It appeared that push-pull
working was in mind, but this set was never push-pull worked.
The formation of 900, which was renumbered 701 in June 1966 as part
of a general renumbering of locomotive-hauled sets, was:12107

10351

10353

11485 10349 10346 10573

The 103xx series trailers, which were of 1945 vintage, were given new glassfibre doors. A lighting voltage generator for the whole set was provided on
11485, which was a 1946 vintage "composite", 11485 was given arm rests in
the first class compartments, which were arranged to seat 4 a side. The
second class remained as it always had been, 6 a side. The coach had one
second class compartment at one end, two second class compartments at the
other end, and six first class compartments in between. The 'Bil' coaches
retained their 3 a side first and 4 a side second accommodation. All coaches
acquired "Beware of overhead live wires" plates on the body ends. Heating
current was provided by the diesel locomotive through UIC fittings. Overall
length of the unit was 448ft 10½ ins. The headcode equipment was not used,
and was removed in 1967. The unit was withdrawn in 1968 following an
electrical fire in December 1967.
Reformations and other events in the last years of the 'Bil's included
the transfer of driving trailer 12101 from 2010 to 2096 in 1963, and 12108 from
2007 to 2055 at about the same time consequent upon the withdrawal of 12076
and 12179 in July 1963. Various units suffered premature withdrawal following
accidents. 2018 and 2120 were hit by a diesel unit at Portsmouth Harbour in
April 1969. The motor coach of 2028 was badly damaged by fire at Waterloo
in October 1966, and trailer 12051 was transferred to '2Hal ' 2626 to replace
12211 which had been lost in a collision with a light engine at Vauxhall in
September 1966. (12051 was later replaced by 12854 from 'Hal' 2653).
2059 was withdrawn in October 1965 after an accident at Durnsford Road depot,
and 2080 was damaged in an accident at Balham in May 1969. 12138 of 2105
was badly damaged in the East Preston crossing accident in September 1965,
and 10671 was used to replace 10545 in '4Lav' 2943. 2122 was involved in
an accident in February 1969, and 2121 was damaged in an accident near Redhill in the same year. 12156 of 2123 was accident damaged in 1967 and
replaced by 12193 from '2Hal ' 2608.
Some 'Bil ' units were painted in BR blue livery with full yellow ends
from December 1967 onwards. The blue units included: 2016/22/24/25/28/32,
2043/58/62/64/72/75/90/98/99,2103/11/12/23/33/3 5/40/49.

The main withdrawal of 'Bil's began in February 1969. Units were
sent to scrap dealers in Gloucester, Norfolk, South Wales, Stockton-on-Tees,
Rotherham, Sheepbridge (Chesterfield) and Shettleston (Glasgow). Some
units were on hand for considerable periods between withdrawal, condemnation
and final despatch to the scrap yards. 2071, for example, was withdrawn in
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June 1969, but not sent to the scrap yard until September 1970. A few units
were withdrawn and then reinstated for a short while.
2037, withdrawn in March 1970, was given vehicle numbers DS70321
(motor) and DS70322 (trailer) and sent to Derby, London Road, for
experimental use. It was finally scrapped circa 1975. 2090 was retained for
official preservation.
The last 'Bil's in general traffic, withdrawn on 31st July 1971, were
2016/34/90/98, 2111/23/35/40. Years of withdrawal from traffic for all 'Bil '

units were as under: 1940
1943
1944
1962

2102/31
2014
2119
2088

1969

2001-05/08/09/12/13/15/18/20/23/30/39-42/44/49/71/73/76/77/79,
2080/85/89/91-94/96/97,2106-09/15/18/20-22/25-29/38/42-44/48/49
2017/19/21/22/25/26/29/31/35/37/43/45-48/51-55/60/61/63-66/68-70,
2075/82/86/87/95,2100/01/03/04/10/12/14/16/17/23/24/33/34/36/39,
2141/45/50-52
2011/16/24/27/28/32-34/36/38/50/56-58/62/67/72/74/78/81/83/84,

1970

1971

1963 2006*
1965 2105
1966 2059
1968 2007/10

2090/98/99,2111/13/30/32/35/37/40/46/47
• Year of withdrawal for conversion into Oxted line set. Final withdrawal in
1968.

Multiple Working on the Southern
Most Southern multiple-units and locomotives, the ones with standard
27 core control cables, will work in multiple with most others. However,
there are various exceptions and restrictions, which are set out here.
So far as diesel-electric units are concerned, any Southern DEMU can
work in multiple with any other, but not with locomotives and electric units,
as their control circuits are incompatible.
All class 33 and 73 locomotives can work in multiple with any diesel
locomotive using the "blue star" electro-pneumatic control system. These
are, or were, locomotives of classes: 15,17/3,20,23,24,25,26,27, certain of
class 29 before rebuilding, 31/1,31/4,37,40,44,45,46 and SR diesel 10203.
With electric stock there are two main limitations to multiple working.
A train must not require so much power from the line that it overloads the
electricity supply, and control systems must be compatible.
Most Southern electric stock is given a "conductor rail current index
number", and no train may run, unless specially authorised, if the sum of
the Index numbers of the stock forming it exceeds 16. No number is or was
quoted for '4Sub' or 'PEP' units or for class 71 locomotives, as these would
not normally operate in multiple combinations that could cause line overloading. Generally, the index number coincides with the number of traction
motors that a unit has. The index numbers quoted for electro-diesel locomotives and motor luggage vans, obviously, do not count if diesel or battery
power is being used.
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Conductor rail current index numbers are:Two coach units (except 001-003)
Four coach units (except '4Rep')
Motor luggage van
'4Rep'
De-icing units 001-003
Class 73
Class 74

2
4
2
14
4
8
14

Details of the now extinct class 74 locomotives are included as a matter of
interest. It is believed that de-icing units 004 et seq are similar, for multiple
working purposes, to 001-003.
For multiple working extant powered units, other than tube stock, are
divided into four groups according to the type of control equipment that they
have, thus:Qroup A:
Qroup

'4Sub' and departmental units 011-020,022-024 and 055

D: '2EPB', '4EPB' and de-icing units 001-003

Group E:

All other units except '4Rep'

The '4Rep' units alone form the fourth group, which is not lettered, in consequence of their high conductor rail current index number. Their control
equipment is very similar to that fitted to post-1963 group E units. Groups
B and C comprised units that have all been withdrawn; pre-war express
stock and the '4DD' units respectively. Units within these groups could not
work In multiple with units of any other group. Pre-war semi-fast stock was
in group A.
Group A units can only work in multiple with other group A units.
Groups D and E units can all work in multiple with each other, but, except
when shunting or giving assistance, at least half of the motor coaches must
be of group E. For this purpose non-driving motor coaches of '4Big', '4Cig',
'4Veg' and '4Vep' units count as two.
'4Rep' units can work in multiple with groups D and E stock within
the limits imposed by their high conductor rail current index number.
Other restrictions on multiple working are set out in tabular form.
De-icing trailers ADS 70050/51/86/87 may work in multiple with all stock
listed without restriction, save that except when shunting there must be a

driver's cab at the front of the train. Departmental vehicles TDB975025,
ADB975032 and RDB975081 "Hermes" and buffet cars S 1872/73 have the
same coupling characteristics as a ' 4 T C ' , also subject to the necessity for
there to be a driver's cab at the front of the train. Refurbished '4Cep' unit
7153 has the same characteristics as a '4Cig'.
In some cases conditions for multiple working vary according to the
type of stock that is leading, as for example in the case of a class 33/1 diesel

locomotive and a '4EPB' unit, so conditions noted in the table may only apply
if the stock listed in the left hand column is leading the train. When three or
more different types of stock are working in multiple all restrictions relative to
the various possible pairings usually apply. In the table small letters refer to
footnotes, and capital letters D and E to all units in those electric coupling
groups.
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Stock leading

May work in multiple with:-

Class33/1

33/1, 73/0 a, 73/1, 74, '4Rep', '4TC', D, E

Class 73/0

33/1 a, 73/0, '4TC' b, D, E

Class 73/1

33/1, 73/1, 74 c, '4Rep' d, '4TC' e, D, E

Class 74

33/1, 73/1 c, 74 c, '4Rep' d, '4TC', D f, E f

'4EPB','4Bep','4Cep' 33/1 g, 73/0 h, 73/1 h, '4TC' k, D, E m
'2EPB','2Hap','2Sap',

33/1 g, 73/0 h, 73/1 h, 74 h, '4Rep', '4TC ' k,
D, E m

'4Big','4Cig','4Veg',
'4Vep', 001-003

33/1, 73/0 h, 73/1, 74 d, ' 4 T C ' k , D.E

MLV

33/1, 73/0 h, 73/1, 74, '4Rep', '4TC ' k, D. E

'4Rep,

33/1, 73/1 d, 74 d, ' 4 T C ' , D n, E p

'4TC'

33/1, 73/1 e, 74, '4Rep', '4TC' q, D k, E k

Notes
a

Only diesel power available on electro-diesel (EDL)

b

When EDL is on diesel power no power supply is available for train
heating and lighting, but pre-heating is available while the train is
stationary

c

At least one EDL must be on diesel power, due to power supply
limitations

d

EDL must be on diesel power, due to power supply limitations

e

When EDL is on diesel power no power supply is available for train
heating and lighting

f

EDL must be on diesel power, due to power supply limitations, when
In multiple with stock having a conductor rail current index number
greater than 2

g

Only possible on an electrified line with traction current on

h

Only possible on an electrified line with traction current on. Diesel
power not available on EDL

k

If it is necessary to provide heating and lighting to the '4TC' a
compatible locomotive or, if on an electrified line with traction current
on and if power supplies permit, a '4Rep' unit must be marshalled
adjacent to the '4TC' unit. It is important that sufficient units be
provided to haul or propel the ' 4 T C ' .

m

Battery power not available on MLV

n

'2EPB' only

p

Two coach unit or MLV only

q

Compatible locomotive or, if on an electrified line with traction current
on, a '4Rep ' unit is also required in order to provide motive power,
heating and lighting

Notes regarding heating and lighting '4TC' units do not apply to 975025/32/81.
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES

Units reallocated: 1104 EH; 7128/33/51 WD to cover SWD stock shortages.
Units fitted with AWS: 5006/15,5193,5215/16/45,5789/91,7841-44. '4Cep'
7189 is out of service and 7140 is formed with TSK 70044 (ex 7189) vice
70289. Other temporary reformations are as reported in the last two issues of
"Live Rail", except that 'Sub's 4632/55 have resumed their correct formations.
For a short while at the beginning of September 'Bep' 7012 and 'Cep' 7167
exchanged motor coaches 61409 and 61720. '4 Vep' units 7716/18/46 are in
store at Bricklayers Arms, and '2Sap' 5917 is stored at Plumstead. DTC
76379 (ex 7744) is being used by the Research Dept at Strawberry Hill, and
the rest of Thai unit is stored at East Wimbledon. '4Sub' 4753 is at Selhurst
following accident damage at New Cross Gate, and may be condemned.
Details of condemned stock remain as noted in LR 41, except as follows. The
frame and cab of 'Cep' motor coach 51871 (ex 7204) is to be moved from
Micheldever to Selhurst for cutting up. Damaged 'Sub' vehicles 8987/98,
12751/68 (ex 4710/18) are at Eastleigh Works for stripping. The 'EPB' motor
coach at Strawberry Hill for refurbishment experiments is 14259 (ex 5130) and
not 14529. The other experimentally refurbished 'EPB' vehicle, trailer 15258,
Is at Selhurst being prepared for formation in '4EPB ' 5264. DTC 15003 (ex
5603) is used as a runner with 14259, and DTCs 12347 (ex 2693) and 16002 (ex
5602) are used as runners with 15258.
Former trailer luggage vans S 68201-06 have been converted into Enparts vans
ADB975610-15 and are used for the conveyance of HST spares between Derby
Locomotive Works and Old Oak Common and St Philips Marsh, Bristol. The
vans have not been renumbered in consecutive order, and full details of

renumbering would be welcomed.
Locomotives 71002/05/06/03/12 were consigned to Cashmore's scrapyard at
Newport (Gwent) during August and September. Exact movement dates are
uncertain due to various workings not running when scheduled, or terminating
short at Swindon. 71010/11 remain at Stewarts Lane.
74004/08/09 were moved from Eastleigh, probably to Oxford, on 2 August, and
74001/07 followed next day. 74001/04/07 were moved from Oxford to Bird's
scrapyard at Long Marston on 3 August, and 74008/09 were similarly moved
9 August.
74010 was moved from Eastleigh to Clapham Jn overnight on 16/17
August, and on to Derby with '4PEP ' 4002 on 17/18 August. 74010 was
bound for the BR Research Centre and 4002 for Litchurch Lane Works for bogie
modifications.
The order for class 508 suburban stock has been cut from 58 to 43 units. The
first Is expected to be delivered to Strawberry Hill in spring 1979. Initially,
the units will be used on SWD 'main line' suburban services. All SWD 'Sub'
units that are not then withdrawn will be reallocated to Selhurst. It is
desirable to keep 'Sub's and 508 units apart as there is no way that they can
be coupled (for giving assistance in the event of a failure) without a match
wagon. 508s can couple mechanically only to vehicles with buck-eye couplings.
Match vehicles, for use when 508 units are being locomotive-hauled, are to
be converted from withdrawn carriages RUO S1006, TSO S 3835/42/49 and
SK S 25953.
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A '4Sub' unit, probably 4748 which is held at Norwood for research purposes,
is to be fitted with thyristor control equipment, similar to that to be used on
class 314 (Glasgow) and 315 (Shenfield) units. This is presumably to evaluate the effect of thyristors on signalling not immunised against interference

from a.c.

power lines.

'

'3R units to be disbanded to form '6S' 1002 are 1201-03/05. A downgraded
TFK from unit 1032 will be used to provide first class accommodation in 1002,
and a '3R' trailer will be formed in 1032. The surplus ' 3 R ' driving trailers
will be used to augment the '2H ' units to '3H ' , the driving compartment
being taken out of use. In anticipation of these reformations, which are to
take place in May 1979, the ' 3 R ' "Hastings" vehicles are to be repainted
blue and grey when going through works. Motor coach 60003 of 1202 has
been so repainted, but trailer 60504 remains all blue. The '3R' units will
probably be displaced by refurbished Metropolitan Cammell DMMUs, and not

Pressed Steel suburban units.
The motor coach of '3H ' 1116 was damaged in a collision some years ago,
and has been distorted ever since. The distortion is now reported to be getting
worse, making it very difficult to open and close doors on occasion. The unit
cannot be condemned due to the shortage of DEMUs. Swindon Works is overhauling DEMUs, despite reports that this was to cease. '3D' 1312 worked to

Swindon on 9 August.
Refurbishment of the "Hastings" units is now most unlikely. Instead it is
proposed to single the line through restricted tunnels so that standard 'C1' or
restriction 4 stock can run from Tonbridge to St Leonards. The resulting layout
at Tunbridge Wells Central will restrict trains to 8 coaches in length. It is
most likely that '4TC ' units, converted from locomotive-hauled stock, will
replace the DEMUs. These will be worked by class 73 locomotives if authority
is obtained for electrification, or by class 33/1s otherwise.
Further information is to hand regarding the new de-icing units. The batteries
and motor generator are mounted above floor level primarily because there is
no room for them below the underframes. The shoegear is of interest in that
two shoes are mounted on each motor bogie shoebeam. One of the two nonpowered bogies has a scraper and fluid applicator mounted on each side, and
the other is fitted with scrapers only. These are arranged so that irrespective
of the direction that the unit is travelling in the de-icing process is scrape,
apply fluid and scrape again.
"2Hap' 6153 has been trimmed with ex-London Transport bus moquette.
Units for use on the Gatwick Airport service were specially renumbered and
re-classified not only to ensure that full use could be made of the luggage
racks. By easily identifying the units and giving them special diagrams they
can be kept cleaner than the majority of the 'Vep's. The prominent labelling
discourages airport travellers from using other parts of trains, minimising
inconvenience and discomfort to other passengers due to large quantities of
luggage. 'Veg' 7901 was out-shopped from Selhurst with luggage racks
fitted on 11 August, and 7908 went into Selhurst for conversion on 29 September. 7906/07/03-12 remain without racks.
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INTERESTING WORKINGS

Refurbished 'Cep' 7153 remained on the Brighton line for several days after 20
August, when it was due to return to Ramsgate. On 23 August it was noted on
the 0658 from Brighton. '4Veg' units continue to stray off Gatwick workings.
7911 formed part of the 0636 Bognor Regis to London Bridge on 29 August, and
7902 worked the same train on 3 October. On 10 July 7904 was employed on
the South Eastern Division. The 1715 Victoria to Horsham was formed '8Sap"
5610/21/28/35 on 12 September, and the 1837 from London Bridge to Three
Bridges has been worked by a '4Sub ' unit on several occasions. In contrast,
"8Vep' 7757/76 worked the 16 11 Victoria to Coulsdon North on 5 October.
On 19 August the 0828 Gravesend to Charing Cross was formed '4 Hap/4 Cep'
and on 25 August '8Sub ' 4695+4705 worked the 1720 Charing Cross to Caterham. Brighton 'Hap' 6055 has been in use on the South Eastern Division, and
was working the Sheerness branch on 2 September. '12EPB' was noted
passing Tonbridge early on 2 October, apparently working a boat train.
The South Western Division's borrowed 'Cep's have been employed on Alton
and Guildford services, together with various other units stilt allocated to
Ramsgate. Units noted have included 7148/92/93. On 5 October the 1738
Waterloo to Alton was formed 'Vep/Big/Cig' 7749/7049/7339. Despite the

shortage of 'Vep's, the units still appear on suburban services. 7745 worked
the 2256 to Hampton Court on 7 August; 7737/7802 the 1304 to Shepperton on
19 August; and 7703/08 the 1659 Hounslow Loop on 15 September.

'4Cig'

7383 formed the 21 26 to Hampton Court on 11 August.
'6L' units appear frequently on the Oxted line '6S' diagram, and '6L' 1015
was working between Victoria and Eridge on 24 September, a Sunday. The
shortage of DEMUs has resulted in various strange workings. On 16 August
' 3 R ' units 1204/06 worked a diagram including 1530 Eastbourne to Haywards
Heath and 1738 Victoria to Uckfield. On the same day a ' 3 D ' was in use on
the Reading - Basingstoke line, and a Western Region DMMU worked the 1709
Reading to Redhill. 1204/05 were back on the 1738 on 22 August. A DMMU
formed the 1746 Reading to Tonbridge on 7 September, and the same train was
worked by a single car DMMU on 25 September. ' 6 L ' 1017 worked the 0805
Tonbridge to Reading on 9 September in connection with Farnborough Air Show.
Extra trains, formed 'Vep' and "Cig ' were run between Waterloo and Aldershot
on 9 and 10 September in connection with the same event. The Eastleigh Fareham service has been worked '4TC'+33/1 recently.
On 26 August the 1228 from Exeter was noted passing New Malden 45 minutes
late, hauled by a class 73, suggesting that a class 33 had expired somewhere
down the line. 33201 hauled the 1900 Waterloo to Exeter on 30 August.
"Narrow" Cromptons have also appeared on the Clapham Jn - Kensington
Olympia service; 33202 on 17 August, 33204 on 23 August, 33206 on 24 August

and 33212 on 15 September. More remarkable was the use of 47030 (from
Laira depot) in the morning on 25 August. The locomotive was later seen in
Victoria with the "Night Ferry" stock. 73 141 was used on the Olympia service

oft 5 September.
50044 "Exeter" worked a railtour from Victoria on 27 August, hauling it as far

as Weymouth. The tour returned to Victoria from Birmingham behind 20 150 &
20152 (both from Toton depot). While this is the first visit by a class 50 to
Victoria, it is quite possible that a class 20 visited the terminus during the
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period when the class was based at Devons Road, Bow. On 29 August a
locomotive-hauled relief train ran from Eastbourne to Victoria, using stock
off an excursion from Gloucester to Brighton. Due to late running of the
0525 from London Bridge, a locomotive-hauled empty stock working from
Clapham Yard to Brighton called at all stations to Haywards Heath. The
train was to form a football special to Burnley, and included a Pullman
Car. 31 212 visited Horsham on 5 September with a weed killing train
from Stratford.
Stock on display at Chart Leacon 'Open Days' on 19 & 20 August included
units 004,005,055,425,1005,3011,5263,6113,7843 and 7901, and locomotive
71003. On 6 & 7 September a Royal Train was run from Weymouth to Penrith
for Prince Charles. This was hauled by 33031 as far as Willesden. An
exhibition train, advertising Irvine new town, visited Beckenham Junction on

13 September, East Croydon on 14 September and Southampton on 15 September.
Due to engineering work at Surbiton on 1 October, Portsmouth trains were
diverted via Richmond and Chertsey. Overnight 7/8 October 'Motorail' trains
between Stirling and Dover and Brockenhurst ran via Willesden South Western
Sidings and Kew East, due to engineering work on the normal route at
Latchmere Jn. The Stirling to Dover train reversed in Victoria station in order
to arrive at its destination the right way round. Portsmouth Harbour station was
closed for major track and signalling work between 12 and 15 October. Trains
terminated and started at Portsmouth & Southsea, disturbing the calm of the

low l e v e l
'4Rep' 3006 worked line voltage tests between Bournemouth and Wimbledon on
26 July. On 16 and 25 August ride tests were carried out on the Portsmouth
Direct line, using a '4Cig' unit with test coach ADS975032 and S61035.
S61035 and S 76379 ran brake test trips on the Shepperton branch during early
October.
INCIDENTS

17 Aug: Signals failed at Crystal Palace during the morning rush hour.
21 Aug: A freight train derailed at Wandsworth Common, blocking the down
local line. Normal services were not resumed until the evening of 23 August.
22 Aug: '4Cep' 7140 developed a hot axle box while working the 0818 Brighton
to Victoria. It was placed in a siding at Haywards Heath, and later caught fire.
23 Aug: Locomotive-hauled trains from the Oxted line terminated at New Cross
Gate, due to an industrial dispute. Only one signalman was on late turn duty
at Three Bridges box, so only two lines could be kept open.
1 Sep: A lorry hit a bridge at Brixton, Shepherds Lane. Services were halted
while the structure was inspected. Trains were diverted via Crystal Palace or
to Blackfriars.
8 Sep: The 0810 from Guildford via Oxshott derailed outside Waterloo. One
bogie of '2 Sap' 5904 was off the rails.
20 Sep: The 0538 Ashford to Ramsgate, formed '4Cep' 7151, derailed after
hitting cows on the line between Sturry and Minster. The 1659 Charing Cross
to Maidstone West terminated at Sidcup due to a fire. A one day strike by
guards at Epsom, Horsham, London Bridge, Norwood, Selhurst, Streatham Hill
and Victoria caused 1,194 trains to be cancelled. During the morning peak
Victoria and London Bridge became full of suburban trains, which were cleared
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by sending them to the coast attached to main line trains. As a result, next
day the 07 13 and 0324 from West Worthing to Brighton were formed of 'EPB'

stock.
21 Sep: The 0937 Bognor Regis to Victoria, formed '4EPB' 5029 as a result
of disruption the previous day, failed at Three Bridges.
22 Sep: A large number of propane cylinders exploded at West Croydon,
causing services through the station to be suspended.
24 Sep: '3H' 1116 overheated while working the 1752 from East Grinstead,
and was revived with water from the gentlemen's' lavatory at Riddlesdown.
2 Oct: A mail van derailed at Victoria, seriously disrupting Chatham line
services. Trains ran to Holborn Viaduct or were turned back at Brixton.
Boat trains were diverted via Crystal Palace.

3 Oct: Services were interrupted after a conductor rail became displaced
between Chichester and Barnham.
4 Oct: A drivers' strike at Woking caused some disruption to services.

6 Oct: '3D ' 1311 failed at Sanderstead while forming the rear portion of the
0813 Victoria to Uckfield.

9 Oct: A litter bin was thrown onto the line at Emsworth, causing a short
circuit between the conductor and running rails. Trains were delayed as a

result.
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

The South Eastern Division timetable book includes details of the Romford Upminster service. This is because tables are reproduced from the Great
Britain book, and Romford - Upminster appears on the same page as the
Gravesend - Tilbury ferry service.

From 2 October various adjustments were made to the Central Division timetable to improve service reliability. These mainly involved slight re-timings,
by a minute or so. Further changes will be introduced from May 1979, and are
likely to involve rather more significant retiming. It is claimed that 75-80%
of Central Division trains now run to time. This is about 5% fewer than before

the new timetable was introduced. However, the number of trains ran has
been increased by 3%, and car-miles by 11%.
From 1 October the down Newhaven boat train has been a portion on the 09 10
Victoria to Brighton, and from 29 October (when 3MT starts) it will be a portion of the 0840 Victoria to Brighton.
Despite reports of its imminent demise, the "Night Ferry" continues to run.
Since the introduction of the Continental winter timetable from 10 October it
has been retimed to depart Victoria at 2225 BST (2125 GMT), The seating
accommodation only train departs at 2200 BST (2100 GMT).
A Ramsgate allocated '4Cep' works to Brighton on the 2220 from Victoria on
Sundays to Thursdays. This is in connection with a special inspection of the
underside of the toilet floors being carried out at Brighton Inspection Shed.
Units return from Brighton empty.
The 1979 Brighton-Cardiff service will run via Salisbury. Locomotive-hauled
trains on the Brighton line will not be formed of Eastern Region stock, but ER
vehicles will displace other SR carriages that will be used on Brighton services.
There have been suggestions that a service between Reading and Gatwick via
Guildford will be introduced in 1979 or 1960. It is most likely that this would
be a semi-fast service between Reading and Redhill, in addition to the present

stopping trains.
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STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Canterbury West: The main station building has been refurbished and redecorated, and restored to something like its original appearance.
Ashford— Hastings: It is proposed to single the line between Appledore and Ore.
There would be a passing loop at Rye.
Maids tone: Tovil goods depot has closed.
Gravesend: The station buildings have been cleaned and repainted, and the portico restored to its original condition. Latterly the columns had been boxed in
by advertising panels.
Charing Cross: The suburban, or down-river, section of Hungerford Bridge otherwise known as Charing Cross River Bridge No 7 - is to be rebuilt between
May and September 1979. The design will be little altered, but iron girders
will be replaced by steel ones and the bridge will be re-decked. The bridge will
be closed to traffic throughout the work period. Some suburban services and
electric main line trains, will use the main line side of the bridge, and platforms 4, 5 and 6 at Charing Cross. Hastings trains and some other suburban
services will use Cannon Street. Other services will run to Blackfriars or
terminate at Waterloo East. In order to cope with more passengers than usual
at Waterloo East, a temporary footbridge will be provided at the east end of
the platforms.
London Bridge: AWS is in course of installation between London Bridge and
New Cross, and preparatory work is being carried out between London Bridge
and Charing Cross. Buildings are now under construction on platforms 5/6,
and buildings on other platforms are being fitted out. All canopies on platforms 1-8 are now replaced. Further concourse buildings are also under construction. The main departure indicator has been erected over the Central Division platform barriers, but is not in use. A new W.H. Smith bookstall has
been opened between platforms 10 and 11, and a new buffet on the north side
of the concourse. New posting boxes and stamp machines have been provided
on the concourse, one of the boxes being marked "Late Fee". What is this
for? The South Eastern TPO runs from Victoria, and the late fee has been
abandoned.
Victoria: A "Next Train for Gatwick Airport" indicator has been mounted under
the main departure indicators. The old Central Division barrier line was removed at the beginning of September, followed by the original supports for the
departure indicator. On 23 September BT Police moved from Hudsons Place to
a new office by the stairs to the Underground. The "Skytrain" office remains
on the Chatham side at present, but will eventually be moved to the Central
Division side.
Victoria Re-signalling: On 23/24 September the track layout at Longhedge Jn
was further revised. The Battersea Reversible Line has been doubled between
Pouparts Jn and Longhedge Jn, and the lines from Factory Jn and Culvert Road
Jn connect directly into it. The alignment of the Ludgate Line through Longhedge Jn has been abandoned. The revised layout allows trains to run directly
from Pouparts Jn to Factory Jn for the first time. On 3 October the up line

from Stewarts Lane Jn to Battersea Pier Jn (South Eastern Division) was
extended across the spare span of Grosvenor Bridge, and connections between
the up local and up through lines were revised. The new layouts at Longhedge
Jn and Battersea Pier Jn are illustrated overleaf.
New Cross Gate: The former signal box has recently been demolished.
East Croydon: There are proposals to widen the railway here.
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Battersea Pier Junction (Up South Eastern Division Lines)
Layout effective from 3 October 1978. Dotted lines indicate connections
removed.

Redhill: During August semaphore signals at the south end of platforms 1 and
2 were replaced by colour lights with route indicators. A colour light repeater

was added on platform 1 during September.
Seaford Branch: Paytrain working on Sundays was abolished from 14 May 1978,
and booking offices are now open daily.
Kew Gardens: The station has been cleaned and redecorated.
Portsmouth & Southsea: Work will start soon on constructing a new ticket office
and travel centre inside the existing building, and a new waiting room on the
high level platform. A temporary ticket office will be provided on the concourse
while work is in progress, and a temporary travel centre is already in business on
the forecourt. The brickwork has been cleaned, and the wrought iron roof
decorations are to be restored.
Cosham: It is proposed to rebuild the station as part of a shop and office complex,
but the plan has met with considerable local opposition.
Southampton Re-signalling: Eastleigh's control are will not extend as far as

Bournemouth (it was originally to go all the way to Weymouth), and the fringe
box will be a new panel at Brockenhurst. In connection with the abolition of
signal boxes in Southampton level crossings at Adelaide Road, Mount Pleasant
and Totton will be supervised from Eastleigh by closed circuit television. The
lines between Northam Junction and Southampton station will be re-signalled for
reversible working, to facilitate engineering possessions, and the speed restriction on the Northam curve will be lifted from 15 to 25 mph. Automatic train
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information indicators will be provided at Eastleigh, Fareham, St Denys,
Southampton and Winchester stations.
Poole: Track circuit block working has been introduced between Branksome and
Poole.
Level Crossings: Roundstone gate box was abolished on 13 August, and the level
crossing is now supervised from Angmering signal-box by CCTV. It is proposed
to similarly treat Lymington Town level crossing, supervision being from
Brockenhurst signal-box.
Catch Points: All catch points on the Central Division were secured out of use,
pending abolition, from 4 September.
Station Signs: Black and white signs have replaced green ones at Kingston,
Salisbury, Shepperton and Stoneleigh. Ascot's bullseyes remain, but those at
Norbiton are likely to be replaced soon. The small black and white signs at
Selsdon were replaced by a larger type during September. Doleham has a
Southern Railway concrete running in board, and Fawley did also until the
remains of the station were cleared recently. Lavatory signs at Eastbourne and
Norwood Junction are pink (Ladies) and blue (Gentlemen). The blue is the
same as Scottish Region "Caledonian" blue, and the pink is a dark shade
unlike any colour used on other enamel signs. It has a similarity to very faded
London Midland maroon. Although they are quite common in other parts of the
country, the Southern has only a few stations equipped with fluorescent strip
lights with the station name on the glass. These are: Ashford (Kent), Chatham.
Claygate, East Croydon, Folkestone Central, Gatwick Airport, Purley, St Mary
Cray, Twickenham and Victoria. Lettering is green, except at St Mary Cray,
where it is black. These fittings appear to date from station reconstruction and
improvements about twenty years ago. More stations off the Southern have
been reported with SR-style black and white signs. However, the majority of
these are to a slightly different design, favoured by the Eastern Region. The
sign is deeper but not so long as the Southern type, and is less likely to be
mounted over an advertising panel.
CORRIGENDA
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The up fast platform at Forest Hill was removed
some years ago, so it cannot have been used by
trains following the Honor Oak Park derailment.
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